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Abstract
Background: Certain strains of Bacillus cereus can produce the emetic toxin cereulide, which is known to cause
acute food poisoning. Cereulide, however, also has the potential to cause chronic toxicity due to repeat sub-emetic
exposure to the toxin. In this study the presence of B. cereus and cereulide in food stuffs from the Refrigerated
Processed Foods of Extended Durability group, containing either pasta or rice, collected from the Belgian market
was assessed, in order to evaluate the routes by which contamination with cereulide can occur and verify the
presence or absence of the toxin in sub-emetic doses.
Findings: The results showed that only a small portion of the samples contained a very low total count of B. cereus,
too low to cause illness, the other samples were negative.
Conclusions: Cereulide was not detected in any of the collected samples, which supports the theory that
contamination most likely occurs due to improper storage and unhygienic conditions.
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Findings
In this study the presence and prevalence of cereulide
(preformed toxin produced by certain strains of spore
forming B. cereus) was assessed in three types of
Refrigerated Processed Foods of Extended Durability
(REPFED), ready-to-heat (RTH) and ready-to-reheat
(RTR) food products in order to evaluate the safety of
these food products produced by Belgian food industry
(Daeleman et al. 2013).
Since B. cereus grows best in a starch-rich environment
(Samapundo et al. 2011), a total of 84 samples of fresh
and frozen RTH lasagne (n = 34), RTH pizza (n = 13), RTR
rice dishes (n = 22) and RTE rice cakes (n = 15) were collected from Belgian supermarkets, deli-shops and bakeries
in the province of Flemish Brabant and the Brussels
Capitol Region. After collection, the samples were
brought to the lab by means of refrigerated transport
within a timeframe of max 2 h. There, all samples
were homogenized. The microbiological enumeration
was performed immediately after sampling, the samples for chemical analysis were stored in the freezer
until the time of analysis.
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For the enumeration of B. cereus, the ISO7932 method
was used, where the samples were plated on mannitol
egg yolk polymyxin (MYP) medium and then incubated
for 24–48 h at 30 °C. Afterwards a PCR was performed
on the formed colonies to confirm the presence of
cereulide ces gene, responsible for encoding cereulide
biosynthetase, following the ISO22174 method. PCR was
performed using a GeneAmp® PCR System 9700
Thermocycler (Applied biosystems). To prepare the
PCR-mixture, each colony was suspended in DNase free
water, which was subsequently heated, centrifuged and
iced. The B. cereus reference strain BC Kinrooi 5958C
(TIAC489) was used as a positive control for the lysis reaction. Cross contamination was detected by means of a
negative control where water is added to the PCRmixture instead of DNA.
To assess the presence and prevalence of cereulide,
Ultra Performance Liquid Chromatography followed by
tandem Mass Spectrometry (UPLC-MS/MS) (Waters
Xevo TQ-S) was performed. Cereulide was extracted
from the sample using acetonitrile with addition of synthetic 13C6-cereulide as an internal standard (DIS-ISO
18465). All UPLC-MS/MS analyses were performed
using a triple quadropole UPLC-ESI-MS/MS and an
Acquity BEH C18 50 mm × 2.1mm × 1.7 μm column,
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This study supports the theory that rice is a high
risk food for B. cereus prevalence. The main conclusion, however, is that the prevalence of B.cereus and
cereulide is most likely caused by improper storage
and/or food preparation under unhygienic conditions
then resulting from industrial production processes.
This low prevalence of B. cereus and the absence of
cereulide can most likely be attributed to good manufacturing practice and an adequate food security monitoring system in the industry. Preventive approaches,
such as the hazard analysis and critical control points
(HACCP) system, are adequate to monitor the presence of B. cereus in the production process. This is
not necessarily directly applicable for cereulide, since
it is preformed by the bacteria and highly resistant to
heat andcan survive any heat treatment used in the
food industry (Rajkovic et al. 2008). Therefore, it is
prudent to continue with routine testing of the
market, even though no cereulide was detected in this
study.
In 2013, a total of 23 verified outbreaks of food poisoning occurred in Belgium, one of the main causative
agents of these outbreaks was enterotoxin-producing
Bacillus cereus (EFSA 2013). Nevertheless, besides production of cereulide and inducing the emetic syndrome
some other strains of B. cereus may be responsible for
diarrhoeal syndrome (Agata et al. 1995; Melling et al.
1976). It is generally assumed that food containing doses
<105–106 CFU/g of B. cereus and <8 μg cereulide/kg
bodyweight is safe for consumption and will not cause
acute intoxication (Rajkovic 2014). Another potential
threat, however, lies in repeat sub-emetic exposure to
the toxin (Rajkovic 2014; Rajkovic et al. 2014; Vangoitsenhoven et al. 2014). It has already been demonstrated
that restaurants pose a potential source of these kinds of
exposure, most likely caused by poor storage conditions
or inappropriate handling of the food (Delbrassinne et
al. 2012; Thorsen et al. 2009). However, since to this
date there is no legislation concerning the maximum
levels of cereulide in food, the food industry does not
control the parameter on a regular bases and may unintentionally contribute to a risk. This concern specifically
rises for REPFED food products, due to the greater likeliness of bacterial spores surviving the mild heating
process (Samapundo et al. 2011).

both from Waters (USA). For detection of cereulide and
13
C6-labeled cereulide, the m/z values of respectively
1170.5 and 1176.5 (NH4+ adducts) were chosen for the
mother ions. For the m/z values of the daughter ions,
314.2 and 499.3 were chosen for cereulide and 172.3 for
the 13C6-labeled cereulide. For the ionization parameters, capillary voltage was set to 3 kV, cone voltage to
60 V, source temperature to 150 °C, desolvation
temperature to 550 °C, cone gas flow to 150 L/h, desolvation gas flow to 1200 L/h, collision gas flow to
0.17 mL/min and the collision gas pressure to 7.69 .10
−5
mbar. All samples were analysed in ESI+ mode and
the LOQ was set at 0.31 ng/g. The recovery of the
method was determined by means of a control sample
spiked with synthetic cereulide standard with a concentration of 28.89 ng/g. The mean recoveries were 86.48 %
for foods containing rice and 91.1 % for foods containing
pasta in the overall range from 79.3 to 96.2 %. These
values comply with the acceptance limits determined in
the European Commission decision 2002/657/EC.
Cereulide presence was evaluated at two time points:
directly after sampling and after a period of 5-day exposure to a temperature of 25 °C to mimic abuse conditions,
complementary to the previous study of Delbrassinne et
al. (2012) and taking into account the B. cereus optimal
growth conditions (Delbrassinne et al. 2011).
The results showed that no traces of cereulide were
present in the collected samples, neither before nor after
5 day incubation at 25 °C.
Microbiological enumeration was only performed directly after sampling and not after exposure to the abuse
conditions. These results showed that 29.8 % of the samples contained B. cereus, with none of the samples exceeding 500 CFU/g (Table 1). The complementary PCRanalysis showed no presence of the ces gene, which in
turn confirms the abovementioned negative UPLC-MS/
MS analysis results. The number of colonies that was
detected, is at least 2000 times lower than the threshold
of what is considered safe for consumption (EFSA 2005).
This implies that none of the collected samples might
cause a food intoxication, as long as it is consumed before the expiration date and stored properly. The highest
CFU/g was found in the rice dishes. This can possibly be
explained by the study of Samapundo et al. (2011),
which suggests that B. cereus might grow better in rice.
Table 1 Results of the enumeration of B. cereus
No B. cereus detected

<10 CFU/g

10–50 CFU/g

50–100 CFU/g

100–500 CFU/g

>500 CFU/g

Lasagne (n = 34)

27 (79.4 %)

7 (20.6 %)

-

-

-

-

Pizza (n = 13)

6 (46.2 %)

7 (53.8 %)

-

-

-

-

Rice dishes (n = 22)

12 (54.5 %)

1 (4.5 %)

4 (18.2 %)

1 (4.5 %)

4 (18.2 %)

-

Rice cakes (n = 15)

14 (93.3 %)

-

1 (6.7 %)

-

-

-
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In addition to this, further research is necessary to assess possible exposure routes of cereulide. These should
include a more thorough sampling of restaurants, the
systematic analysis of food intoxication samples and an
evaluation of the level of cereulide contamination during
household food preparation and preservation. This is necessary because the fact remains that repeat exposure to
incorrectly prepared food which contains low levels of
cereulide, as can be found in some restaurants (Delbrassinne et al. 2012) or in the homekitchen (Røssvoll et al.
2014), can be potentially harmful since cereulide may
lead to cell apoptosis (Vangoitsenhoven et al. 2014).
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